Subtle Linguistic Cues Increase Girls’ Engagement in Science
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Abstract
The roots of gender disparities in science achievement take hold in early childhood. The present studies aimed to identify a modifiable feature of young children’s environments that could be targeted to reduce gender differences in science behavior among young children. Four experimental studies with children (N = 501) revealed that describing science in terms of actions (“Let’s do science! Doing science means exploring the world!”) instead of identities (“Let’s be scientists! Scientists explore the world!”) increased girls’ subsequent persistence in new science games designed to illustrate the scientific method. These studies thus identified subtle but powerful linguistic cues that could be targeted to help reduce gender disparities in science engagement in early childhood.
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The persistent underrepresentation of women in science limits women’s intellectual and economic opportunities and impedes scientific progress by constraining the available talent pool (Beede et al., 2011). The roots of this disparity take hold in early childhood (Bian, Leslie, & Cimpian, 2017; Chapin, 2006; Weinburg, 1995): Gender stereotypes about who can or should do science, and gendered patterns of interest in science, emerge by the time children begin formal schooling and widen across development (Newton & Newton, 1992; Nosek et al., 2009; Zhai, Jocz, & Tan, 2014). The present studies tested whether subtle linguistic cues—describing science as an action (e.g., asking children to “do science”) instead of an identity (e.g., encouraging children to “be scientists”)—increase girls’ persistence in new science activities. Our aim was to identify modifiable elements of young children’s environments that could help to bolster early science engagement.

In early childhood, children begin to develop beliefs that some variations in human behavior mark fundamentally distinct kinds of people whereas other variation is more temporary and incidental (Gelman, 2003; Rhodes & Mandalaywala, 2017). Thus, when it comes to science, children may view variations in interest, knowledge, or abilities as indications that some people are fundamentally “science people” or “true scientists deep down” and some people are not (Knobe, Prasada, & Newman, 2013; Rattan, Good, & Dweck, 2012); alternatively, they may perceive such variations as reflecting flexible differences in mood or previous experiences.

During the preschool years, when children are just beginning to develop beliefs about their own capacities for academic success (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002), subtle linguistic cues can powerfully shape whether children view variations as marking fundamentally distinct kinds of people. Specifically, category labels and generic claims lead children to view particular features as marking fundamentally distinct kinds of people when they would not otherwise do so (Baron, Dunham, Banaji, & Carey, 2014; Rhodes, Leslie, Bianchi, & Chalik, 2017; Waxman, 2010). For example, when 4- to 5-year-olds were given descriptions of new people using category labels (e.g., “Rose is a carrot-eater”), they expected...
behavior (e.g., eating carrots) to be stable across time and contexts. They did not exhibit that expectation if they heard the same information presented as a behavioral description (e.g., “Rose eats carrots whenever she can”; Gelman & Heyman, 1999).

As another example, when children, again between the ages of 4 and 5, were introduced to a new, made-up way of categorizing people (“Zarpies”) through a series of generic claims (e.g., “Zarpies climb fences”), they expected the category to mark people who are fundamentally similar to each other and different from others (Rhodes, Leslie, & Tworek, 2012). In contrast, if children were introduced to the same information using nongeneric language (e.g., “This Zarpie climbs fences”), they instead viewed whether or not one was a Zarpie as more incidental and flexible.

As these examples illustrate, the implications of category labels and generic claims go far beyond the specific content that they communicate. There is nothing in the sentence “Zarpies climb fences” that explicitly communicates that climbing fences is something only Zarpies do, that Zarpies have other properties in common beyond those mentioned, or that climbing fences is part of the innate character of a Zarpie. Yet children began to develop these beliefs after relatively brief exposure to generic language (Gelman, Ware, & Kleinberg, 2010). We and other researchers have proposed that this occurs because young children are actively trying to sort out which variation reflects fundamental and stable differences among people and which is more incidental; consequently, they are highly attuned to signals from their cultural community that a particular feature marks an important distinction (Gelman, Taylor, Nguyen, Leaper, & Bigler, 2004; Segall, Birnbaum, Deeb, & Diesendruck, 2015). Thus, language can powerfully shape children’s beliefs—sometimes in ways not easily predicted from an adult communicator’s perspective—because language interacts with the basic processes underlying how children construct their understanding of the world.

Here, we considered the implications for early science behaviors of language that children might interpret as indicating that a capacity for science marks fundamentally distinct kinds of people. Such language is common in curricula, books, museums, and other media (Rhodes & Bushara, 2015). For example, we recently analyzed the language used to describe science in PBS children’s television shows (33 different TV series, 993 episodes; Rhodes & Leslie, 2018). Category labels and generic claims (e.g., “You scientists did a great job!” “Scientists think that Einiosaurus may have lived in herds,” “A great scientist can solve any problem”) were the most frequent way of talking about science across these programs. In contrast, discussions of science as an activity (e.g., “I’m not going to use magic to make a rainbow, I am going to use science,” “Science is all action!”) were less common.

There is nothing explicitly negative or discouraging in the sentences using category labels and making generic claims about scientists; in fact, they often sound fun and engaging. Nevertheless, on the basis of previous research in this area, we suspected that young children might interpret these sentences as meaning that the category scientists marks a fundamentally distinct kind of person. We hypothesized that this language could lead to problematic consequences if children have reason to question whether they themselves are the kind of people who fit in the scientist category (e.g., after experiencing setbacks in science or developing stereotypes about scientists), because children might disengage if they no longer view science as consistent with their own identities (Master, Cheryan, & Meltzoff, 2017; McPherson, Park, & Ito, 2018). In contrast, describing science as an activity that people do—instead of as something that marks membership in a special group—would not have these problematic consequences.

Here, we tested whether describing science as an activity (instead of with category labels and generic claims) increases engagement in science, particularly among children who do not share stereotypic qualities with scientists (in this case, among girls). We focused primarily on early childhood because at this age, children are just beginning to develop concepts of science and scientists (Barman, 1999) as well as beliefs about their own capacities in these areas (Cain & Dweck, 1995; Smiley & Dweck, 1994), and because they are also highly susceptible to the influence of subtle linguistic cues. Thus, identifying modifiable features of young children’s environments could be particularly important and consequential.

During the preschool years, one key component of early science education is helping children to understand science as a tool for asking and answering questions about the world. For example, a core goal of science education of the “Pre-K for All” program in New York City (where this research was conducted) is for children to become skilled at making observations, making predictions, and learning how to test predictions through further observation and experimentation (NYC Department of Education, 2018). With this in mind, we focused our test activities on children’s use of the basic scientific method. To do so, we adopted science activities commonly used in early childhood classrooms to create our experimental paradigms.
Study 1

Method

Participants. Participants were 84 children (mean age = 4.84 years; 39 female, 45 male; 53.6% European American, 4.8% African American, 13.1% Hispanic, 4.8% Asian American, 20.2% multiethnic, 3.5% unknown) whose families had signed up to participate in developmental research at a campus laboratory. The only inclusion criterion (for all studies reported in this article) was that children had to be within the target age range and fluent in English. Our target sample size for Study 1 was 20 boys and 20 girls in each of our language conditions, and we stopped data collection on the weekend when we reached this sample size. This sample size gave us the power to detect consequences of the language manipulation that influence the likelihood of a participant disengaging from the presented science game by approximately 50% (relative to a participant of the same gender assigned to the other language condition; Schoenfeld, 1983). Because we were interested in identifying language manipulations that could have possible real-world relevance, we focused only on those that could have this level of strong influence on children’s behavior. The institutional review board of New York University approved the procedure, parents provided written consent for their children to participate, and children provided oral assent prior to testing. All data and analytic code for the studies reported here are available at our repository on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/p8f7w/).

In addition to the participants included in analyses, an additional 22 children began testing but were excluded. The majority of these (n = 16) were excluded because of experimenter mistakes (e.g., not adhering to the condition-specific script and thus presenting a mixture of “do science” and “be scientist” language) or equipment failure involving the science game. (The task, as described in the Procedure section that follows, involved smelling particular items in cups and making guesses; problems occasionally arose with this procedure, including instances in which the cups were set up incorrectly or were spilled and revealed their contents during critical phases of the study.) The additional 6 children were excluded either because of parental interference (a parent insisting that their child complete more trials of the science game; n = 1) or because the child failed to respond to prompts during the introductory phase (n = 5). All research sessions were videotaped. The experimenter recorded the children’s responses live, and then all videotapes were scored from video by a separate coder, who also rated any deviations from the experimental protocol (e.g., equipment failure or experimenter errors with the scripts) and indicated whether a problem occurred that warranted exclusion. These decisions were made prior to analyses.

Procedure. Prior to the start of testing, each child was randomly assigned to the “be-scientist” or “do-science” language condition. To begin the research session, children completed a 3-min introduction to science in which an experimenter described the scientific method (i.e., making observations, making predictions, checking, and recording) either using category labels and generic claims (e.g., “Today we’re going to be scientists! Scientists use their five senses to learn about the world”) or describing science in terms of actions (e.g., “Today we’re going to do science! When people are doing science they use their five senses to learn about the world”). As described earlier, we focused on understanding and using the scientific method because understanding science as a tool for asking and answering questions about the world is fundamental to early science education. Also, we wanted to focus on an aspect of science that is general and broad enough not to be strongly associated with particular stereotypes. For example, we avoided using things like toy chemistry sets, about which children may already hold specific gender-related beliefs. The content that children heard was identical across conditions, but whether science was described as an identity or an activity systematically varied by condition.

After the introductory phase, a new experimenter, who was blind to which language condition children had received, entered the room and asked children to practice what they had just learned about the scientific method by smelling the hidden contents of a covered cup, making a guess about the contents, and then checking to see whether the guess was accurate. From this point on, all of the language that children heard was identical across conditions. All children completed four initial trials that were controlled by the experimenter. These four trials were “rigged”: Children first completed two easy trials, in which the smell was obvious and they had to select between only two answer choices, followed by two difficult trials, in which the smell was purposefully misleading and children had to select among five answer choices (e.g., the cup contained a sponge soaked in lemon juice, and both a lemon and a sponge were answer choices). We did this so that children would experience setbacks as they began to practice science. The task itself (smelling covered cups) was adapted from one that is often used to teach young children about observation and prediction in preschools and informal science learning environments. The full experimental protocol for this and all studies is available at https://osf.io/p8f7w/.
After the four experimenter-controlled trials, children were told that they had the opportunity to continue the science game that they had just played, but that it was up to them how much they wanted to do. Before each trial they were asked, “Do you want to keep making guesses, or do you want to do something else?” If they wanted to keep making guesses, they were given another covered cup to smell, and they made a guess about the contents, which the experimenter recorded. In this phase, however, children were told that they would check all of the guesses when they were all done playing (this was done to avoid a situation in which individual children experienced different levels of success and failure).

Children were given the opportunity to complete up to 10 additional trials. We measured how many trials children chose to complete as an indicator of their willingness to continue engaging in science activities after having experienced setbacks and so we could test how this form of persistence varied by participant gender and by the language they had heard. This measure of persistence was beneficial because it allowed us to test for the effects of our manipulation on children’s actual behavior (how many trials of the task children chose to do) instead of relying on self-reports of interest or attitudes, which can be difficult to assess reliably among children in this age range. Further, task engagement is an important indicator of the success of early childhood curricula: Young children cannot learn new skills if they are unwilling to practice them, so the amount of time that young children in our studies chose to spend trying out the task and practicing the steps of the scientific method that they had just learned was an externally valid indicator of the consequences of language for early science education.

**Analysis plan.** We modeled these data using survival curve analysis, using the *survival* and *survminer* packages in R programming environment (R Core Team, 2018). Although more commonly used in studies of health-related outcomes (e.g., to model rates of morbidity after patients receive one of two cancer treatments), these packages have also been used to model persistence in psychological studies (e.g., to predict the risk of quitting on delay-of-gratification tasks; McGuire & Kable, 2012). Here, we used these models to predict the probability of children choosing to stop playing the science game across the 10 possible trials. These models are well suited for predicting events that occur over time (in this case, the event is a participant’s choice to stop the game) and can also account for the fact that the event never occurs for some subset of the population (in other words, some children persist throughout the whole task). Because we were interested in interaction effects, we implemented Cox proportional-hazards models using the *coxph* function in R. We tested for the main and interactive effects of participant gender and language condition on the likelihood of choosing to stop the task. We report regression coefficients from these models, along with standard errors, Wald statistics—a test of the significance of each coefficient, \( z = \beta / SE(\beta) \)—and associated \( p \) values. For the regression coefficients, a positive sign means that the likelihood of stopping is higher than in the reference group, whereas a negative sign means that the likelihood of stopping is lower. The exponentiated coefficients for these analyses are referred to as the hazard ratios and are indicators of the effect sizes. For ease of interpretation, we report these as percentages (the percentage change associated with being in one group or another), along with 95% confidence intervals (CIs).

**Results**

Girls in the do-science condition were less likely to stop playing the game than girls in the be-scientist condition, \( \beta = -0.92, SE = 0.41, z = -2.28, p = .023 \)—for girls, the do-science condition reduced the likelihood of stopping by 60% (95% CI = [12%, 82%])—whereas this pattern was reversed for boys, \( \beta = 0.79, SE = 0.35, z = 2.22, p = .026 \)—for boys, the be-scientist condition reduced the likelihood of stopping by 65%). The Gender \( \times \) Condition interaction was reliable, \( \beta = 1.79, SE = 0.54, z = 3.33, p \leq .001 \). As shown in Figure 1, many girls in the be-scientist condition chose to complete no additional trials of the persistence task after experiencing the two difficult trials.

The substantial drop from Trial 0 to Trial 1 seen in Figure 1 suggests that many children chose to play no additional trials of the game after the four experimenter-controlled trials, and the drop in the number of children playing the science game was particularly pronounced among girls in the be-scientist condition. Tests of the proportional-hazards assumption confirmed that this assumption was met for the model as a whole, and for the key Gender \( \times \) Condition interaction, but that this assumption was violated for the subsumed main effect of gender. We addressed this issue by examining effects of condition separately by gender, but also by conducting follow-up analyses: A Gender \( \times \) Time interaction in the model (recommended for addressing this issue; Fox & Weisberg, 2011) revealed an identical pattern of findings. See https://osf.io/p8f7w/ for the full output of that model.
Study 2

Method

In Study 2, we attempted to replicate the results of Study 1 using a different science game—predicting whether objects would sink or float in water—and more naturalistic patterns of success and failure. Because this task required more background knowledge, we recruited slightly older children to participate.

Participants. Participants were 89 children (45 male, 44 female; age: $M = 6.14$ years, range = 4.99–9.37; 29.2% Caucasian, 6.7% African American, 14.6% Hispanic, 6.7% Asian American, 16.9% multiracial, 25.9% unknown) who were recruited and tested in a children’s museum ($n = 41$) and a public elementary school ($n = 48$). Sample sizes were determined as in Study 1; age did not differ by condition, $t(87) = −0.22, p = .82$. One additional child began testing but was excluded because of equipment failure (involving the iPad used to present the science game). Sessions in the museum were video recorded, and sessions in the school were audio recorded. The institutional review boards of both New York University and the New York City Department of Education approved the study procedures.

Procedures. Procedures were very similar to those in Study 1; children first completed an introductory phase in which, by random assignment, they heard about “being scientists” or “doing science” and then were given an opportunity to play a science game. In Study 2, however, the science game asked children to use their sense of sight to look at the objects and make predictions about whether they would sink or float. Because Study 2 was conducted in community-based settings in which we had limited control over the testing environment, a single experimenter conducted the entire session (as is common for developmental research in such settings). To reduce concerns that experimenter expectations could influence the findings, we presented the dependent measure on an iPad, using a commercially available game, instead of having the experimenter present it. We found it was possible to reduce, but not eliminate, experimenter–child interactions with this method. The tablet-based game presented each object and prompted children to guess whether it would sink or float. Children
responded verbally, and the experimenter assisted with pushing the button on the game to register the guess. The experimenter drew the child’s attention to whether each guess was right or wrong (but did not control the outcome—so experiences of success varied across children) by saying “Your prediction was right! It did float!” or “Your prediction was wrong! It sank!” After each trial, the experimenter asked, “Do you want to keep playing the science game, or do you want to do something else?” Experimenter-controlled feedback in which they experienced one success (correct guess) and one failure (incorrect guess). Subsequently, as in Study 1, they were allowed to play for as long as they wished.

**Analysis plan.** We modeled the data as in Study 1, except that we included children’s level of accuracy (calculated as the percentage of correct guesses that they made) as a continuous covariate in the models. Overall, children’s accuracy level was 58%, indicating that this was a challenging task. Accuracy did not vary significantly by gender (girls: M = 57% correct; boys: M = 61% correct), t(87) = −0.79, p = .433, and the results were virtually identical when the accuracy variable was excluded from the model. Although we had a larger age range in Study 2 than in Study 1, we did not have an adequate sample size to examine how these effects change across age, and participant age was not included in the statistical models. Thus we tested for only for main and interactive effects of participant gender and language condition, controlling for children’s individual levels of accuracy.

**Results**

As in Study 1, the effect of language varied by gender, \( \beta = 1.23, SE = 0.45, z = 2.72, p = .0065 \); girls had a lower likelihood of stopping the science game in the do-science condition than in the be-scientist condition, \( \beta = -0.82, SE = 0.33, z = -2.46, p = .014 \) (for girls, the do-science condition reduced the likelihood of stopping by 56%); in this study, there was no effect for boys, \( \beta = 0.4, SE = 0.32, z = 1.25, p = .21 \) (see Fig. 2).

**Study 3**

Study 3 examined a larger sample of young children to test how the gendered patterns found in Studies 1 and 2 emerge across the preschool years. Because young children are just being introduced to science, age-related trajectories could inform future research regarding underlying mechanisms. For example, if the do-science language becomes increasingly beneficial for girls with age, this might indicate that these subtle linguistic cues become particularly important as children begin to acquire gender stereotypes.

**Method**

**Participants.** Participants were 4- and 5-year-old children (N = 160; 80 girls, 80 boys; age: M = 4.73 years, range = 4.01–5.97; 48.1% Caucasian, 7.5% African American, 7.5% Hispanic, 11.3% Asian American, 20.6% multi-ethnic, 5% unknown) who were recruited and tested at seven public preschool sites (n = 77), an elementary school (n = 7), and a children’s museum (n = 76). An additional 17 children began testing but were excluded from analyses because of experimenter errors (n = 8), because the video or audio failed to record (n = 5), or because the child refused to answer study questions (n = 4). The sample size for Study 3 was doubled, relative to Studies 1 and 2, to 40 boys and 40 girls in each language condition because we planned to include an additional continuous predictor (child age).

**Procedures.** Procedures were similar to those in Study 1, except that we developed a new science game that we thought would be particularly engaging to these young children—guessing what foods particular animals liked to eat (presented with toy figurines). Also, in order to increase our sample size (and the extent to which our sample represented our community), we ran this study (and Study 4) in a variety of community settings, including public prekindergarten centers, instead of in our campus-based laboratory. As in Study 2, in these settings, it was not possible to keep experimenters blind to language condition. All experimenters were blind to child age at the time of testing, however, as a key focus of this study was the emergence of experimental effects across age. Further, 60% of the data across Studies 3 and 4 was collected by undergraduate research assistants who were blind both to hypotheses and to the previous findings in this article (the remaining 40% was run by the third author). There were no main or interactive effects of type of experimenter in any analysis.

As in the previous studies, the game that served as the dependent measure was presented as an opportunity to practice the scientific method by observing, predicting, and then checking the accuracy of one’s guesses. As in previous studies, children first completed an introductory phase similar to that in Study 1, in which children, by random assignment, heard about either “being scientists” or “doing science.” During the introductory phase, children completed two trials with experimenter-controlled feedback in which they experienced one success (correct guess) and one failure (incorrect guess). Subsequently, as in Study 1, they were
given the option to continue playing the science game or do something else. Children could complete up to 10 trials, and as in Study 1, no additional feedback about the accuracy of children’s guesses was provided during the test trials.

**Analysis plan.** We first modeled the data using the `coxph` procedure to examine the survival curves, as in Studies 1 and 2, but we also included children’s exact ages as a continuous predictor. After finding a three-way interaction involving participant age (see below), we then also modeled these data using quasi-Poisson regression models, predicting the number of trials that children chose to complete. The quasi-Poisson models were not a perfect fit for our data because they did not directly account for the fact that some children completed all 10 trials (and therefore never experienced “the event” of stopping). However, these models provided an easier (more intuitive) way of visualizing the three-way interaction. Further, the two approaches to the analyses—looking at the survival curves and implementing the Cox proportional-hazards models and the quasi-Poisson regression models—yielded virtually identical patterns of significant effects (codes for all models are available at https://osf.io/p8f7w/).
Results

The survival analyses revealed that the effect of gender and condition interacted with participant age, $\beta = 1.82$, $SE = 0.81$, $z = 2.26$, $p = .024$. For ease of interpretation given the interaction with age (a continuous variable), Figure 3 plots the number of trials completed, instead of the survival curves, as described above. Similar to the survival-curve analyses, these quasi-Poisson regression models revealed a three-way interaction among gender, language condition, and child age, $\beta = -1.39$, $SE = 0.69$, $t(152) = -2.03$, $p = .044$. Overall, girls completed more trials in the do-science condition than in the be-scientist condition, $\beta = 0.47$, $SE = 0.22$, $t(76) = 2.11$, $p = .038$, whereas the effect for boys interacted with age, $\beta = -0.91$, $SE = 0.46$, $t(76) = -1.98$, $p = .051$. The be-scientist condition became more beneficial to boys’ persistence, $\beta = 0.78$, $SE = 0.33$, $t(38) = 2.37$, $p = .023$, and more detrimental to girls’ persistence, $\beta = -0.46$, $SE = 0.45$, $t(37) = -1.03$, $p = .31$, across this age range; within the be-scientist condition, the Gender $\times$ Age interaction was reliable, $\beta = 1.24$, $SE = 0.56$, $t(75) = 2.24$, $p = .028$.

Study 4

Finally, we investigated whether the gendered patterns observed in Studies 1 through 3 were particular to a domain that is the target of relevant cultural stereotypes or arise more broadly for identity- versus action-focused language.

Method

Participants. Participants were 4- and 5-year-old children ($N = 168$; 85 girls, 83 boys; mean age: $= 4.83$ years, range $= 4.01–5.97$; 36.9% Caucasian, 7.7% African American, 13.7% Hispanic, 14.9% Asian American, 17.3% multi-ethnic, 9.5% unknown) who were recruited and tested at seven public preschool sites ($n = 58$), a campus laboratory ($n = 1$), and a children’s museum ($n = 109$). Sample size was chosen to match that of Study 3. An additional 29 children began testing but were excluded from analyses because of experimenter errors ($n = 13$), because the video or audio failed to record ($n = 4$), because of parental influence ($n = 5$), or because the child refused to answer study questions ($n = 7$).

Fig. 3. Results from Study 3: scatterplots showing the association among number of trials completed, child age, and language condition, separately for girls and boys. The lines show the predicted values from a quasi-Poisson model predicting the total number of trials completed; the circles represent the data of individual participants.
**Procedures.** Procedures were nearly identical to those used in Study 3 and involved all of the same materials and the same game (guessing which foods to feed particular animals), except that the experimenter presented the task as a caring game rather than a science game. Thus, the children were asked to “be a carer” or “do caring” and decide which foods to give the animals. As in the condition training in Studies 1 through 3 involving science, children here first completed a training activity using condition-specific language. (In this case, they were shown a doll and asked to use their senses to make guesses about what the baby needed—e.g., a bottle or a diaper change; for the full script, see https://osf.io/p8f7w/.) This was all described as part of “caring” or “being a carer.” After the condition-specific training, they completed the dependent measure in which they were asked to care for animals by figuring out which foods they needed to eat.

As in Study 3, they were first asked to make one guess that they were told was accurate and one that they were told was inaccurate, and then they could complete up to 10 additional trials of the game without further feedback. During this phase, the task domain was not mentioned at all in either Study 3 or 4; children were simply asked, “Do you want to keep making guesses, or do you want to do something else?” in both studies, with no mention of science or caring. Thus the dependent measure was implemented in exactly the same way in Study 4 as in Study 3, allowing us to test whether receiving identity- versus action-focused language influenced children’s performance on the same task they completed in Study 3, when beliefs about science were not task relevant.

**Analysis plan.** We analyzed the data in the same manner as in Study 3, implementing both the Cox proportional-hazards models and the quasi-Poisson regression models. We followed up these analyses with a series of Bayesian analyses, as described below.

**Results**

Neither the Cox proportional-hazards models nor the quasi-Poisson regression models revealed main or interactive effects of language condition (all \( p \) values associated with main or interactive effects of condition > .4; for full models, see https://osf.io/p8f7w/). The absence of these effects is notable given that the sample size and dependent measure used here were identical to those in Study 3, suggesting that this study was adequately powered to detect effects had they been present.

To further facilitate interpretation of the pattern of findings across studies, including these null results, we next pooled the data across Studies 1 and 3 and implemented a Bayesian regression model to generate a robust estimate of the interaction between gender and condition in the studies focusing on science. (We excluded Study 2 from this analysis because that study included older children and a dependent measure on a very different scale.) We used the `brms` package in R to model the number of trials completed before quitting with a cumulative distribution and gender, condition, age (as a centered continuous variable), and all of their interactions as predictors. We set weakly informative priors for all predictors (a normal distribution with a mean of 0, indicating no relationship between the predictors and the dependent measure, and \( SD = 1 \)). The code and full outputs of these models are available at https://osf.io/p8f7w/. In this analysis, the parameter estimate for the Gender × Condition interaction was −0.99 with a 95% credibility interval of [−1.78, −0.20] (meaning that the credible values for this parameter differed from 0). Comparing this model (using the `bayes_factor` function in `brms`) to one that does not account for the variable effect of language by gender (by removing both the Gender × Condition interaction and the three-way interaction involving age) revealed that the estimated Bayes factor in favor of the model that incorporated the Gender × Condition interactions is approximately 6, indicating support for the hypothesis that the effect of language on children’s persistence varies by gender (Dienes, 2014).

In comparison, the parameter estimate for the Gender × Condition interaction when children were asked to think about taking caring of animals (and science was not mentioned) was −0.22 (95% credibility interval = [−1.16, 0.71]), and the parameter estimate for the interaction involving age was −0.04 (95% credibility interval = [−1.39, 1.32]). Bayes factor analysis comparing this model to one without the interactions among gender and condition indicated that the observed data were 2.63 times more likely to arise under the null hypothesis than under the alternative in the domain of caring. There is ongoing debate about how to best interpret Bayes factors (e.g., Kruschke & Liddell, 2018); in this case, however, consideration of both the credibility intervals and the Bayes factors compared across models supports the interpretation that action- versus identity-focused language influences persistence in a manner that varies by gender for science, but not across all task domains.

**Discussion**

These studies reveal how subtle linguistic cues influence girls’ science engagement. Language describing science as action, rather than in terms of identities, led
to more persistence for girls across three different, ecologically valid science games designed to teach children about the scientific method. The present studies set the foundation for future research to test for long-term consequences of language exposure in children's daily lives and to consider how this modifiable feature of children's environments could be targeted to boost girls' persistence before gendered trajectories in science begin to diverge.

We consistently found that identity-focused language has a gendered effect on persistence in science, but Study 4 revealed that it does not do so in all domains. We suspect that identity-focused language is problematic for children when they have reason to doubt that they are members of the relevant category, because this then reduces motivation to engage in category-relevant behavior. Reasons to doubt could stem from the separate or interactive effects of social stereotypes (e.g., beliefs that scientists are usually men; e.g., Master, Cheryan, & Meltzoff, 2016), from their own experiences of difficulty (e.g., Dweck, 2006), from a belief that success requires innate talent (e.g., Bian et al., 2017), and from general beliefs that membership in a group is important and rare. Consistent with this interpretation, results showed that in the prosocial domain, asking children to "be helpers" (instead of "to help") interferes with subsequent helping behavior after children experience highly salient setbacks, regardless of child gender (Foster-Hanson, Cimpian, Leshin, & Rhodes, 2018). Thus, the effect of language does not depend on gender alone; instead, gender can operate as one factor that interacts with children's other task-related beliefs and experiences.

In the present studies, none of the language that we provided was evaluative. Unlike the literature on praise, we did not examine the consequences of praising children for being "good scientists" or "smart scientists" (e.g., Cimpian, Arce, Markman, & Dweck, 2007; Kamins & Dweck, 1999). We examined the implications of language that can be used even more broadly (e.g., through curricula, to whole groups of children at a time) and, indeed, was the most common way of introducing science to young children in the samples of children's media that we analyzed (Rhodes & Leslie, 2018).

Action-focused language consistently led to increased persistence among girls but had more variable consequences for boys. Positive in-group stereotypes can increase task engagement (Master et al., 2017; Walton & Cohen, 2003), provided that such stereotypes are elicited subtly, so as to avoid creating anxiety about living up to expectations (Cimpian, 2013; Cimpian, Mu, & Erickson, 2012; Park, Schaeffer, Nolla, Levine, & Beilock, 2017). Thus, positive in-group stereotypes activated by the "be-scientist" language could have benefited boys in Study 1, and done so more with age in Study 3 (presumably as children acquire these stereotypes). From this perspective, it is important to consider whether identity-focused language could benefit girls over boys in other domains. Study 4 (which considered caregiving) might appear inconsistent with this possibility, but because this study involved taking care of animals (something children might associate with farmers, for example) and did not use a familiar category label, the extent to which identity-focused language has positive consequences for girls in domains where they hold positive in-group stereotypes remains an open question.

These differing patterns by gender complicate efforts to build interventions based on these findings. There are several caveats to consider. First, there was a general, nongendered advantage of the "do-science" language among the youngest children in this research (in Study 3). Second, because there are also racial, ethnic, and economic stereotypes about scientists, it is possible that boys from more diverse backgrounds than those sampled here could benefit from action-focused language. Interestingly, we found no effect of language for boys in Study 2, which included the most ethnically, racially, and economically diverse sample in this research. We did not have sufficient power to test for predictors of individual variation in boys' responses, but doing so will be important in future work. Finally, it will be important to consider how language might influence children's behavior over time, particularly once they encounter more serious setbacks in science (which could lead even children who are part of positively stereotyped groups to question their own capacities). Future research will need to address these issues to identify communities of children that are most likely to benefit from intervention promoting action-focused language about science.
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